
Elena Danaan in English

Valiant Thor, also called Commander Val, landed his ship on a morning of March 1957 in the 
US state of Virginia, where he met President Dwight Eisenhower. Val was sent by the Council of
Five and the Great Council of the Galactic Federation of Worlds, carrying a diplomatic message 
of assistance against the threatening Orion Gray Alliances who bore the name of “Nebu”.

Commander Val Thor belongs to the Taal race, a humanoid looking colony from the Man star 
system (K62 “Lyran”) who settled on Venus a long time ago, alongside  other races. He was 
commissioned by the Galactic Federation of Worlds and Council of Five to Terra ( Earth), to 
meet with the main leaders of our planet. One of them was the 34th U.S. President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower. Val Thor delivered to him a warning against the malevolent extraterrestrials from 
the Orion Group, with whom Eisenhower´s  government had freshly passed agreements.

Commander Val Thor spent some time in the Pentagon, guiding and advising President 
Eisenhower and secretly setting the foundation for a benevolent Earth – extraterrestrial 
cooperation, that effort to avoid a fateful outcome for Humanity, the US President didn´t succeed
in rescinding the agreements made with the invaders, and  which were signed behind his back by 
military administration.

 
It all began when at the age  of nine, Elena experienced a hostile abduction by Gray aliens from 
Zeta Reticuli. In the process, she was rescued by another alien ship composed of a benevolent 
crew from different origins, working for the Galactic Federation of Worlds. At their command 
was Thor Han Eredyon, an Errahel pilot from Ashaara ( Taygeta) in the Pleiades, who has been 
watching over  her life since these events. Thor Han is now  a fleet commander and mission 
coordinator, assigned to a space station in orbit of Earth, one of the many cloaked outposts of 
Galactic Federation of Worlds, the Andromeda Council and the Council of Five, this star system 
is crowded with more than sixty motherships belonging to these three benevolent groups. We can
add to this list the Ashtar Galactic Command and the huge enemy fleets roaming everywhere. 
The huge  cloaked motherships positioned on orbit of Earth are called by Thor Han “ stations”.

Thor Han and Elena has regular telepathic and physical contacts.

The small Grays who kidnapped Elena, when she was nine years old inserted a trans-dimensional
tracker at the back of her skull. This tracker was meant to emit a pulsing signal relaying to a 
Grays´central station somewhere.

When Thor Han and his crew rescued Elena, they deactivated this signal before their ship could 
be located by the enemy. The device was placed by the Grays deep into a sensitive part of her 
brain, and its removal was too risky. Thor Han´s medical crew member, Myrah, hacked the 
device and repurposed it, by attuning it to the higher frequency spectrum of the Galactic 
Federation, bandwidth that neither the Grays nor the Reptilians can access. From that Moment 
onward, she was then able to communicate with anyone in the Galactic Federation attuned to the 
safe frequency signal of this device. Only Thor Han possesses the frequency code of her device.


